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The design of linear circuits requires the designer to consider ele-

ment tolerances, distributions and correlations and how they interact

with proposed manufacturing test limits and service conditions such

as temperature and aging. Analytical methods can be used in a limited

number of cases; simulation methods using large modern computers

permit study of more complex design problems. The principal themes

of this paper are the designer's needs for computational assistance and

the ways in which computer programs may be organized to meet

these needs. Two computer programs for this purpose are described.

One is a general-purpose analysis program for large networks having

any topology. The other is a more specialized program suitable for

"biquad" networks which may be used as building blocks to form a

variety of filter and equalizer networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the Bell System, the origin of interest in the statistical design of

linear circuits is lost in history. It could have been no later than the

earliest planning for repeaters and filters for carrier systems, as no

such system is possible without precise control of frequency and loss

characteristics. As the total installed cost of a carrier system is always

much greater than the cost of the design effort, use of the most ad-

vanced design procedures and techniques known, including statistical

methods, has always been justified.

The selection of tolerances for component parts is one of the many

topics which is under the control of the designer. He must select

values and specify manufacturing tests so as not to increase costs

either by paying a premium for unnecessarily precise elements or by

rejecting correctly assembled networks in production. In the past, the

tools that have been available to the designer to assist in the determi-

nation of tolerance limits have ranged from primitive to highly sophis-
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ticated and mathematical. In the present era, which is dominated

by electronic computers, simulation methods may prove the most

valuable of all. The purpose of this paper is to review some of the

basic methods of calculating and combining deviation characteristics,

pointing out the powers and limitations of these methods, and to

describe additional capabilities obtainable from two general purpose

computer programs. These enable the designer to determine the result,

in production and in service, of specifying a given set of tolerances,

distributions, correlations, tuning and testing procedures and service

conditions. All the material is confined to linear networks, such as

filters, equalizers and feedback amplifiers, which are designed and

built to frequency domain specifications.

1.1 Analytical Methods

Engineers engaged in designing electrical networks and selecting

tolerances for their components have traditionally used the classical

design technique which consists of making a first approximation,

computing or measuring its performance and refining the approxima-

tion. That this procedure worked well and converged rapidly when

applied to network design can be seen from the following. The image

parameter design process for filters and comparable methods for other

networks gave the engineer an understanding of the sensitivity of the

various components, i.e., which component has its greatest effect in

what part of the frequency spectrum. This led intuitively to both the

specification of the tests that would be sufficient to assure accurate

manufacture and to the knowledge of which few components need

careful scrutiny at any frequency, in order to select appropriate

tolerances. A few calculations or laboratory measurements followed by

some experimental arithmetic would then produce the necessary

tolerance limits. As the element tolerances being used were small, the

resulting network deviations were proportional and could be combined

by simple addition. Adding the absolute values of the maximum per-

missible deviations would produce worst-case behavior and if system

performance limits were met the job was done.

Mathematicians came to the assistance of the design engineers and

devised clever labor-saving methods of determining the deviation

effects and of combining them linearly. For example, the rate of change

of the driving point impedance of a reciprocal network with respect to

a branch impedance is given by

dZ, \i
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and the rate of change of a transfer impedance is

m)
where the symbols all represent complex quantities and are defined

in Fig. 1.* One or two solutions for all the branch currents then permit

each individual driving point or transfer impedance deviation to be

calculated and scaled to represent the assumed element tolerances.

As stated above, these scaled deviations may be added to evaluate

the behavior of a network with any one set of element values.

More insight, however, may be obtained by drawing a polygon in

the complex plane within which the impedance must lie. This may be

done in the following manner: Select a plus or minus sign for the

departure of each element from its nominal, as required to make the

real component of each scaled deviation positive. Adding the scaled

deviations with these signs will give the rightmost point of the polygon.

Successive corners are obtained by reversing the signs of the scaled

deviations, one at a time, in the sequence of their increasing angles.

When all signs have been reversed, the leftmost point is obtained

and a second reversal in the same sequence generates the other half

of the convex polygon and returns to the first point.

Still more may be learned by superimposing a family of ellipses

each of which contains a specified percent of the universe of networks

which would be manufactured from elements having the assumed

tolerances. This may be done if the distribution of each element

value is gaussian and its standard deviation is known.1
-
2

Figure 2 illustrates both the impedance polygon and ellipses for a

Fig. 1—Definition of symbols for driving point and transfer impedance deviations.

The origin of these equations cannot be determined. They were in use in

1933 in the design of passive networks. They may be derived in a number of

ways, including the use of network theorems and differentiating familiar expres-

sions and identifying terms.
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simple filter where the standard deviation is taken as 40 percent of the

tolerance limit assumed for the polygon.

1.2 Limitations to These Methods

The first limitations are the facts that large tolerances do not permit

linear extrapolation to large deviation shapes and that these do not

combine linearly. Other difficulties arise when sophisticated design

techniques such as filter synthesis by insertion loss design techniques3

are used. The designer develops no "feel" for his design and the net-

work performance becomes more sensitive to every element. Further,

the elements may not have gaussian distributions. For example, 10

percent components may have a bimodal distribution resulting from

a supplier's sorting the product and selling the 5 percent elements

elsewhere. It may be impossible to determine whether high or low

values of the elements should be used to evaluate worst-case behavior

because a large change in one element's value may reverse the sign of

the sensitivity for another element. Finally, the worst case may be so

bad that system performance requirements are not met and tighter

tolerances, factory adjustments, selective assembly, or reduced yield

must be considered. Any of these increases the cost of manufacture,

complicates the designer's task, and requires more powerful methods

of determining the tolerances, adjustments and tests for production.

From the above discussion, it is apparent that only in rare cases will

the selection of tolerances be a straightforward process where linear

extrapolation and simple addition of deviation shapes will suffice.

Frequently, the mathematical and engineering complexities put the

designer's task beyond the limits of analytic methods available today.

II. MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES

"Monte Carlo" computer techniques permit simulating the statistical

behavior of random variables and imitating the tuning and testing

actions performed in the factory. Such computer programs can take

the place of a pilot production run, and furnish comparable informa-

tion in a much shorter time and at a fraction of the cost.

In these methods the computer is programmed to generate a se-

quence of numbers which appear to a casual observer to be random,

although their distribution and periodicities are known and carefully

controlled. By mathematical transformations, these numbers are

modified to represent possible values for each network element and

to display the appropriate nominal value, tolerance, distribution shape

and correlation with other elements. Further explanation of the
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Fig. 2—Simple filter driving point impedance polygon and ellipses.

methods will be found in Appendix A. Many networks composed of

such simulated elements are computed and the results compared with

proposed test limits. A study of the computer output will enable the

designer to determine the suitability of the nominal values, tolerances

and tests.

The remainder of this article describes two computer programs,

beltap and bitap, which perform this simulation. The programs are

addressed to different needs, but within its own area of application

each is a general-purpose program.

beltap is a program for simulating and analyzing networks such

as filters, equalizers, feed-back amplifiers, etc., having many elements

and arbitrary topology. It computes insertion loss and return losses

at both ends of the network. With it, the designer can obtain informa-
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tion on test yields, the similarity between tests in this respect, element

sensitivities, and selected scatter plots and histograms. This informa-

tion should help him understand the complex interrelationships among

element values, tolerances, distributions and tests which are not

obvious from the network topology.

bitap, on the other hand, can deal only with networks of a fixed

topology, whose transfer function is restricted to a biquadratic function

of frequency [defined in equation (1) ]. By varying the element values

used and connecting a number of such sections in tandem lowpass,

highpass, bandpass filters and various types of equalizers can be con-

structed, bitap facilitates specifying correlation among element values,

factory tuning procedures, service conditions such as high or low tem-

perature exposure and aging, and performance tests such as gain, phase

and delay. If the service conditions are omitted, the tests become fac-

tory production tests; if included, end-of-life system performance

checks.

III. DESCRIPTION OF BELTAP OPERATION

beltap is capable of performing tolerance analysis computations on

a vast majority of the transmission networks in production today. The

networks may consist of both lumped elements, having specified nomi-

nal values, tolerances and distributions, and fixed subnetworks, de-

scribed by admittance matrices which are obtained either by calcula-

tion or measurement, beltap builds perturbed circuits by deviating

each lumped element by a random amount within the specified toler-

ance and having a uniform, gaussian or arbitrary distribution shape.

If correlation of deviations or tuning is required, special subroutines

may be inserted. The perturbed circuits are then analyzed and inser-

tion loss and input and output return losses are computed at each

specified frequency. Special subroutines may be prepared to compute

other quantities. For each perturbed network the complete set of ele-

ments and all measures of circuit performance are recorded on a disk

file for later review by a postprocessor. The computed performance

values are compared to the circuit requirements, to determine if the

network passes or fails, and to calculate the production yields. The

data on disk are then reviewed to collect other standard outputs and

the listings, scatter plots and histograms requested by the designer.

The output will be described more fully below. The variety of outputs

available from beltap should be of great assistance to a designer who
has little insight into the sensitivities of the elements, the interaction

of their deviations and the relationship of both to the test limits.
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3.1 Specification of the Network

A variety of types of information can be used to specify the network

to be analyzed. It can contain resistors, inductors, capacitors and con-

trolled current sources. Also, a quality factor, or Q, may be specified

for the inductors and capacitors. Parallel and series resonant circuits

may be specified by supplying only one of the reactive components and

the resonant frequency. All the above items may be assigned tolerance

limits and distribution shapes as required. Uniform and gaussian

shapes are built-in ; other special shapes may be read in at execution

time. If correlations or factory tuning operations must be simulated,

special subroutines can be written for this purpose.

beltap can allow fixed subnetworks to be included in the overall net-

work. These subnetworks are specified by supplying their definite ad-

mittance matrices. The matrix data are generally obtained from an

analysis of the subnetwork by a general-purpose linear network anal-

ysis program but may also be obtained from measurements.

The subnetwork feature allows beltap to perform a tolerance anal-

ysis on the critical components of a large network in a feasible amount

of time. Consider, for example, the wideband amplifier shown in Fig. 3.

The complete amplifier contains 80 nodes and 111 components. By
blocking the circuit into two four-port subnetworks, as shown, the net-

work to be computed is reduced to 24 nodes and 36 elements. The 36

elements are the critical components in the feedback paths and in

sensitive positions in the forward path. The complete circuit contains

HfrT-

4 -PORT

15 RESISTORS
14 CAPACITORS
5 INDUCTORS
4 TRANSISTORS
2 TRANSFORMERS ^n^vvv

4 -PORT

15 RESISTORS
12 CAPACITORS
2 INDUCTORS
4 TRANSISTORS
2 TRANSFORMERS ^-nsw^fco

>-VvV^W^(-2_ l^wv-^w^-K—
j_

Fig. 3—Network for analysis by beltap, reduced to subnetworks.
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four-port transformers, two-port transformers, and high-frequency

transistors. Accurate lumped element models for these devices, par-

ticularly the transformers, do not exist. However, they can be easily

incorporated into a beltap analysis by supplying their measured Y-

matrix data (or, more likely, measured data reduced and transformed

to give Y-matrix data)

.

3.2 BELTAP Output

A Monte Carlo analysis can produce such vast quantities of data

that the designer, confronted with the complete results, might have

difficulty identifying and extracting significant facts. It is the task of

a postprocessor program to read the disk files and organize these data

into brief comprehensible forms.

The postprocessor has two general classes of output, default output

which is always produced and optional output which is produced only

as specified. The default output is of a general nature and not of great

detail or length. The requested output can be as voluminous as the

engineer desires.

3.2.1 Default Output

The default output consists of four sections. The first section gives

a summary of the test statistics. This includes the percent yield, aver-

age value, standard deviation, maximum value and minimum value for

each test. It also gives the overall percent yield, combining all tests.

The second section of default output is a pseudo-correlation among

pairs of tests. The pseudo-correlation is defined as the fraction of the

networks for which the pass-fail result of the two tests agreed. For

example, suppose ten networks were produced, the first seven passed

test 1, the first nine passed test 2, and the remainder failed in both

cases. The pseudo-correlation would then be 0.8 as networks 1 through

7 and 10 gave identical pass-fail results on the two tests. This output

can be useful in reducing the number of tests performed without sacri-

ficing reliability of performance. It may also be useful in determining

an optimal sequence in which to perform the tests.

The third section of default output tabulates each parameter's name,

nominal value, average value and standard deviation. This informa-

tion is useful as a check on the random distributions and on the ade-

quacy of the sample size. For example, the nominal value and the

average value should be the same for all the parameters with a sym-

metrical density function.

The final section of default output gives the correlation among test
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values and parameters. An approximation to the sensitivity of each

test value to each parameter is also printed.

From these correlations and sensitivity estimates, the engineer is

given insight into how individual circuit components affect his circuit's

overall performance. More important, they give him a direction to

follow in choosing those elements that may require tighter tolerances

and those which may have broader tolerances.

3.2.2 Optional Output

The optional output has three sections: tabular output, scatter plots

and histograms. Tabular output is merely a listing of the random ele-

ment values and test values for each circuit. Circuits which failed

tests are flagged for easy identification. Test results and element values

may be intermixed so that the results of a test may be listed in a col-

umn adjacent to the values of an element to which the test is very

sensitive.

There are three types of scatter plots available: test vs. test, ele-

ment vs. test, and element vs. element. Figure 4 shows a scatter plot

0.tl\1l 01

(return
LOSs-dB
AT f=30MHz)

,491(1 02

Fig. 4—Scatter plot of return loss vs. an element value.
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of a test result vs. an element value. The various symbols printed on

a scatter plot indicate the number of points that fell into a particular

rectangular cell, the more points the blacker the symbol.

The scatter plots give an engineer more insight into how quantities

in his circuit interact. They provide him with a type of pictorial in-

formation that is not available from correlation coefficients or sensi-

tivity numbers. In Fig. 4, for example, the nominal value of the ele-

ment occurs in the center of the plot, and at this point the slope of the

test curve is near zero. Hence the partial derivative of the test result

with respect to the element value and the correlation coefficient would

be small. However, the test result is greatly influenced by the element

value.

beltap can produce histograms of any number of element values and

test values. Histograms of element values can be used as a check on the

random number distributions and the density function routine in

beltap. Histograms of the test values give the approximate shape of

the probability density for the test.

3.3 Summary of beltap Characteristics

beltap provides a user with considerable flexibility in several re-

spects. The network description language permits any configuration.

The numbers of distribution types, branches, nodes and subnetworks

are essentially unlimited as dynamic storage methods are used. As a

result the size and number of networks computed will probably be

restricted by computer running time, cost and numerical precision,

rather than by array dimensions. Experience has indicated that when

a very large network is encountered, the most sensitive elements can

be selected by preliminary computer runs on portions of the entire

structure. One or more additional runs can then be made with only

these elements varying to obtain final data.

In addition to insertion loss and return loss calculations, which are

provided by the program, users may write subroutines to evaluate

other measures of network performance. Subroutines for simulating

tuning adjustments, for introducing correlation effects, and for com-

puting other measures of the network performance may also be written.

The standard and optional outputs are designed to cover a broad range

of types of data and methods of presentation. This variety should be

helpful in discovering unsuspected interrelationships among tests and

between tests and parameter values. For this reason, it is probably

desirable to investigate considerably more tests than will actually be

used in production.
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IV. BITAP

The bitap program has a very different purpose from that of belnap.

bitap can compute the behavior of only one kind of network, the "bi-

quad." This network derives its name from the fact that its transfer

function is a biquadratic function of frequency. It is an active network

and has a fixed topology. The values of the resistors and capacitors

used determine whether the biquad will be a lowpass, highpass, band-

pass, loss equalizer or delay equalizer type of network. A number of

biquad networks can be connected in tandem without interaction, so

their gain and phase characteristics can be combined by simple addi-

tion and more complex structures realized, bitap facilitates the in-

vestigation of realistic manufacturing conditions and environmental

effects for biquad networks.

4.1 Area of Application

A common approach used in designing active filters is to build them

with cascadable network sections. After the required transfer function

has been determined, it is decomposed into a product of biquadratic

functions of the form

Vet _ A tn-jS
2 + CjS + d, m

Via
' M n iS

2 + a iS + 6,
{ }

where m£ ,
c

t , d< , n* , at and b ( are real coefficients and s = jw.This de-

composition may be done for any lumped, linear time-invariant net-

work. The synthesis procedure consists of realizing each biquadratic

function with an active network, which may be connected in tandem

with other sections and will not interact with them. Examples of bi-

quads are the state variable four amplifier biquad,4 Moschytz's FENs6

and the Sallen and Key networks. 6

One of the aims in the realization of biquads is to make them iso-

topic, that is, to maintain the same network topology for all values of

the coefficients m, c, d, n, a and b. If this can be done, the manufactur-

ing process can be standardized, with obvious economic advantages.

The state variable four amplifier biquad is completely isotopic; the

FEN and Sallen and Key networks need a small number of topologies

to realize all forms of the general biquadratic function. A circuit dia-

gram of the four-amplifier biquad is shown in Fig. 5. By selecting the

proper element values and making the right connections this network

can be made to produce all the various filter functions—lowpass, high-
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pass, bandpass, band-reject, notches and equalizers and delay shapes.

The advantages of the realization justify writing the bitap program.

We are concerned with the analysis of biquad networks under realis-

tic manufacturing conditions and with environmental changes such as

temperature, humidity and aging with time. Manufacturing conditions

must include correlations, which will be present in thin-film and inte-

grated circuit realizations and tuning adjustments needed to realize

high-precision networks. Environmental factors must be taken into

account as new manufacturing methods and materials are to be used

and extensive experience with them is not available.

4.2 Description of bitap

The basic approach is similar to that described above for beltap. For

each element a nominal value, a tolerance and a distribution type are

specified. The program generates random numbers which are trans-

formed to become deviated element values. These are combined to form

the six biquad coefficients, which then permit evaluation of the gain,

phase or delay of each biquad at each frequency. These quantities are

summed, the total is compared to the network requirements, and per-

formance statistics are accumulated.

A number of additional considerations arise immediately. Because

of the variety of types of biquad sections, a section type number is

required to designate which set of formulas is to be used to calculate

the biquad coefficients. The need to introduce correlation effects re-

1

AM

—

CONNECTIONS AS
REQUIRED BY THE'
NETWORK TYPE

REALIZATION OF
BIQUAD,

vOUT = ms2+cs+d
v, N s2 +as+b

1

Fig. 5—Four-amplifier biquad circuit.
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quires that every element value have an identifying serial number to

permit cross-referencing. These serial numbers will also be useful in

specifying tuning operations and in introducing environmental effects.

Because of the limited number of section types, it has been possible to

develop and include quite general methods of producing correlation,

tuning, environmental effects and tests. More information on the

methods of accomplishing these objectives will be given below. Where
the standard methods are inadequate, new subroutines can be written

and included in the program.

4.2.1 Simulation of Manufacturing Conditions

Due to the production process, parameters such as resistors, capaci-

tors and amplifier gains have an actual value spread about the nominal

value. This production tolerance on a parameter such as a resistor is

represented by:

R, = R (l + n t ) (2)

where R is the nominal value and n x is a random number whose range

is the production tolerance on R . The distribution of nx could be gaus-

sian, uniform, or any of several special shapes. The algorithm used to

generate random numbers on the computers is discussed in Appendix
A.

In integrated circuits, where all the elements are on the same chip,

the values of the resistors track each other to some extent. Consider k
resistors whose initial tolerances track. It has been found empirically

that their values may be represented by:

R, = ftoiU + pn + (1 - pK),

R2 = R02 (l + pn + (1 - p)n2),
(3)

Rk = R0k (l + pn + (1 - p)nk).

The same random number n is used to perturb all k resistors. Each
resistor R x , R.> ,

• • • Rk is also perturbed by a separate random number

?ii , n% ,
• • • nk , respectively, p is a correlation factor which determines

how closely the resistors track. The range of p is from to 1. Complete
correlation can be simulated by p — 1, and no correlation by p = 0.

This correlation factor is different from the correlation coefficient used

in statistics but has proven useful in the present application. The cod-

ing has been arranged so that the serial numbers mentioned earlier
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effectively refer to both R and n values in equation (3), so that multi-

ple correlations may be specified.

A practical problem in using the above sets of formulas, equations

(2) and (3), is that of obtaining data on the distributions of the pa-

rameter values in production and on the correlation factor, P . The need

for accurate statistical information may require that a major effort be

made to obtain such data and keep it up-to-date. A companion paper,

"Characterization and Modeling for Statistical Design," describes

transistor characterization activities.

4.2.2 Tuning

The deviations from the nominal performance caused by the initial

tolerances of components can be totally or partially corrected by tun-

ing some of the network elements. The elements are tuned during the

manufacture of the filter, at room temperature. Two types of tuning

steps have been simulated on bitap. In the first type, an element is ad-

justed so that a transmission requirement such as loss or phase is met

at a given frequency. This type of tuning is used in adjusting for the

bandwidth of a biquad section. In the second type of tuning, an ele-

ment is adjusted for a peak (of gain or loss) at a given frequency. This

is used in adjusting the resonant frequency of a pole or a zero. In both

these tuning methods the variable element is changed continuously over

a range. An additional subroutine could be written to simulate tuning

in discrete steps, i.e., using a finite supply of element values close to

the nominal, as this is an economical production method of adjusting

the network performance. In production, the accuracy with which the

element can be tuned depends on the sensitivity of the network to that

element and on the precision of the measuring equipment. This is simu-

lated by specifying a given nominal value for the tuning with a toler-

ance and a distribution.

4.2.3 Simulation of Field Conditions

The factors that caused the filter response to deviate from the nomi-

nal during manufacture were the initial tolerances of the components

and inaccuracy in the tuning step. The environmental conditions that

were assumed to exist during manufacture were room temperature and

humidity. In the field, any change from these environmental conditions

will cause the filter characteristics to change to some extent. The filter

response will also change with time due to the chemical processes asso-

ciated with aging. The temperature, aging and humidity effects in the

field are modeled in the following way

:
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The value of a resistor (R-.) at T CC above room temperature is given

by

R2 = R02 (l + ccT)

where Ru> is the nominal value. The temperature coefficient (T.C.) , a,

is

a = a + n2

where a„ is the nominal T.C. and ??-_. the randomly distributed part of

the T.C. The distribution function describing ?? 2 is usually gaussian.

The change in the value of a resistor or capacitor (R :i ) with time is

represented by

R3 = R03 (l + n3) (4)

where R^ is the nominal and »
:t
simulates the random part.

The change due to humidity is represented by an equation similar

to equation (4).

The combined effects of initial tolerance, temperature, aging and

humidity is given by

R = R (l + n,)(l + («o + n,)T)(l + OU + nA). (5)

The random numbers associated with temperature coefficients (n2 )

,

for components on an integrated circuit, are correlated. The same is

true for the aging coefficient (n«) and the humidity coefficients (n 4 ).

These correlations are simulated just as in equation (3).

4.2.4 Testing

The values of the deviated parameters are used in the equations de-

scribing the biquad to evaluate the performance of the network. The

biquad is analyzed several times using different sets of random num-

bers to simulate environmental and manufacturing conditions. The
performance tests are spelled out in the form of filter function require-

ments (loss, phase or delay) at various frequencies. Three standard

forms have been built into the program. These are:

(i) loss (phase, delay) at a frequency f t is between two limits, dB x

and dB 2 ,

(ii) loss at a frequency j x is bounded below (or above) by dB x ,
and

(in) loss at a frequency /i is greater (less) than the measured loss

at a reference frequency /. plus the amount dB! .

More than one performance requirement may be specified at a

frequency. It is expected that special subroutines will be written for
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more sophisticated tests such as a resonant frequency, Q, and in-band

ripple. It should be noted that if environmental conditions are included,

the tests become service condition or end-of-life tests. If they are

omitted, the tests may be interpreted as factory production tests.

4.2.5 Output

If, for a particular set of deviated elements, the network fails the

required specifications, the complete network performance is stored.

The output consists of a table which details the failed networks. If a

test was failed, the performance function for that test is printed;

otherwise, a blank is printed for the test.

The overall yield is computed as the ratio of the number of networks

passing all tests to the total number of networks tested. Yields are also

calculated for individual tests. The exact form of the output is illus-

trated by the example in the next section.

4.3 Example

The four amplifier biquad circuit of Fig. 5 will be used to illustrate

the main features of bitap. Its transfer function, in terms of the ele-

ments, is

x£ <?» 4- £ 1- Hi- - JSlI ^ 4-
R

f
1

i

R(Rs + R?) + R °fi7l
70Ut _

+
Ry Lg/C, La, RM RiRtC&LR, RtR 5(R + Ra) J

Vin q2 i
1 c J j

"IV J
/C2/I3G1C2

The complete network contains two such sections connected in tan-

dem as shown in Fig. 6, which also gives the element values. The re-

sistors have a one percent manufacturing tolerance with a gaussian

distribution. The capacitors are one percent elements with a flat dis-

tribution. The correlation factors, p, are 50 percent for both resistors

and capacitors. The pole frequency of the first section is at 5 kHz, and

R3 is tuned to obtain this frequency within ±1 Hz. This ±1 Hz repre-

sents the accuracy of tuning and it is assumed to be distributed uni-

formly around the nominal 5 kHz. The bandwidth of the first section is

tuned by Ri to 100 Hz ±1 Hz. Section 2 is not tuned. These initial

tolerances and the tuning steps describe the manufacturing conditions.

It is assumed that a bitap run simulating the above conditions and

manufacturing tests has already been made and 100 percent of the net-

work passed. The filter performance is now to be tested at +50°C and

at a time 20 years from manufacture. The T.C. of resistors is 130 ±30

parts per million (p = 80 percent) and that of capacitors —135 ±10
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ppm (p = 50 percent) . The random parts (±30 ppm and ±10 ppm) are

distributed normally about the nominal. The aging coefficient for the

resistors and the capacitors in 20 years is ±2 percent, uniformly dis-

tributed (P — 50 percent)

.

The nominal performance and the test requirements to be met at

end-of-life are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the results of a bitap

analysis of 100 filters and indicates that 82 percent will meet these

service condition requirements. Figure 8 indicates both the frequencies

where improvements are needed and the magnitude of the changes re-

quired. With the biquad type of realization and such data, the designer

usually has no difficulty deciding which elements or tuning adjustments

are responsible.

In order to improve the performance in the 1000- to 4000-Hz pass-

band, the designer might examine several alternatives. A new nominal

design with a smaller ripple or a better centered nominal loss would

1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 80 100

FREQUENCY IN KILOHERTZ

Fig. 7—Nominal performance and end-of-life requirement.
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entail no added cost. Use of closer tolerances for some components or

more precise tuning might also provide sufficient improvement, but at

some added expense. If none of these works, addition of a third section

should be evaluated.

4.4 Appraisal of bitap

bitap is capable of analyzing up to 20 biquad sections. The number

of performance tests is limited to 30. Ten types of biquad sections are

currently included in bitap. The addition of more biquad sections

merely involves describing the biquad coefficients {m, c, d, n, a, b) in

terms of the elements of the biquad and providing equations for the

tuning steps. The rest of the program is identical for all biquads.

bitap is an exact analysis package and as such it can be used in

other steps of the design process. For instance, it could be used to de-

termine whether or not a filter needs to be tuned, and to decide on the

number of tuning steps needed, bitap could also be used in determining

the best (cheapest) components that could be used in a circuit while

meeting all requirements.7

It has been shown how bitap can be used to evaluate the performance

of networks of the biquad family at the time of manufacture and under

(end-of-life) field conditions. The information obtained here can be

used to decide on the tests to specify during manufacture. The analysis

under end-of-life conditions gives a measure of the adequacy of the

design under extreme conditions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have described some simple analytic methods of calculating and

combining deviation shapes and have discussed the areas in which they

are useful and the respects in which they are limited. We have also pre-

sented two simulation procedures, which rely on the speed and large

storage capacity of modern digital computers. Each is a general-pur-

pose program in that it can be used to analyze statistically a large

number of networks of an appropriate type. Although the bitap net-

works form a subset of those analyzable by beltap, the two programs

provide entirely different facilities for their users, beltap provides

complete freedom in the network topology ; bitap uses a functional in-

put form, which reduces computing time, beltap facilitates exploration

of concealed interactions among component values and test results; in

bitap it is assumed that the few simple network functions allowed are

completely understood in this respect, beltap provides no built-in cor-
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relation, tuning, environmental exposure, or phase or delay evaluation

but does include return losses ; bitap includes all of these except return

losses which are of no interest.

Under certain conditions, the least expensive manufacturing method

may require discarding some of the product. The simulation programs

should be capable of demonstrating this, if it is true. They may also

provide information that is useful in correcting troubles in the manu-

factured product. Their usefulness will, of course, depend on the avail-

ability of accurate statistical information.

Clearly, useful as they are, neither of these programs can be termed

completely general purpose. Much work remains to be done in both

areas of application. It is considered that the two programs make a

very worthwhile contribution to a designer's repertoire and may point

the way for still more comprehensive tools in the future.
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APPENDIX A

Both beltap and bitap use a congruential random number generator

in which the modulus is an integral power of a prime number and the

multiplier is a primitive root.8 This method permits generating a se-

quence of numbers which has a flat distribution and a period which is

made just large enough to produce the number of random numbers re-

quired. The modulus, M, is obtained by raising three to a power, n,

such that the period, 2-3"-1
, exceeds the required value. The multiplier

used is 2 + 9-fc, where k is an integer chosen to make the multiplier

approximately equal to the square root of the modulus. It was found

empirically that this function of k produces a primitive root, that is,

a multiplier having the period given above, which is the longest that

can be obtained for the assumed modulus.

A simple example using small numbers will illustrate the process.

Suppose five networks are to be calculated and each contains three

elements with distributions. Fifteen random numbers will be required.

A value of three for n will produce a sequence of 2-32 = 18 numbers

before repetition begins. The modulus M is 3 3 = 27 and multipliers of

2, 11 or 20 are possible. Suppose the sequence begins with 1 and a

multiplier of 11 is used. The second number is 1-11 = 11. The third is

obtained by multiplying the second by 11, dividing by 27 and using
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the remainder, 13. The fourth is 13 times 11 modulo 27 = 8, etc. The
complete sequence is: 1, 11, 13, 8, 7, 23, 10, 2, 22, 26, 16, 14, 19, 20, 4,

17, 25, 5, 1. It should be noted that the nineteenth number, 1, is a

repetition of the first and that all numbers less than 27 are present

except multiples of three. The first three numbers will be used for the

three random elements in the first network, the next three for the sec-

ond network, etc.

The random numbers are shaped to become element values having

the desired tolerance and distribution in the following manner. The

first transformation is to put them into a range from —1 to +1 by

dividing by half the modulus and subtracting 1.

n h =
n„-2

M - 1. (6)

The smallest random number, 1, yields —0.925925 •••
, while the

largest gives +0.925925 • • •
. With a larger modulus the numbers will

approach —1 and +1 more closely. If an element has a flat distribu-

tion, the random value may be produced as follows:

R = R {1 + t-n„/100) (7)

where R is the random value, R is the nominal value for that element,

and t is its (symmetrical) tolerance in percent. If the distribution is

not flat, the values of n b are transformed as shown in Fig. 9. For

each value of nb the proper line segment is identified and a value of tic

is calculated by interpolation. n c is then used in place of n h in equation

1.0

0.6

0.4

0,, I qJ-q—L
-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

I I I I J I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 9—Cumulative gaussian probability distribution approximated by straight-

line segments.
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(7) to calculate R. The coordinates for the gaussian distribution are

permanently stored in the program. Other distributions can be used by

reading in the appropriate sets of breakpoints.

If correlation is required, values of nb and/or nc may be combined

as follows:

nd = pn z + (1 - p)nv . (8)

Here P is a correlation factor and nd) n.r and ny all represent random

numbers in the -1 to +1 range, associated with selected elements,

parameters, field conditions, and/or tuning tolerances. It is to be noted

that nd may be used to evaluate an R, using equation (7), or it may

be used as an n x or n„ in additional equations of the same form as (8)

.

If the latter is done, the result will be partially correlated to three

other parameters.

When equation (8) is used to introduce partial correlation and n*

and ny have average values of zero and are uncorrelated, it can be

shown that the variance of nd is given by

£ = PVX + (1 - p)Vv • (9)

It may also be shown that the tracking coefficient between n d and n*

is given by

r = ^ndnx/Ncrd crT = pax/ad . (10)

i

The tracking between two different distributions nd formed using the

same n» and different nu is discussed in the following paper.
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